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hey guys question about new policies if I called sick, does it consider it to occur on my record? Last updated: March 16, 2017 yes they changed it. Show to work or the next time you come in you get hit on the ass with a paddle of Merlo's face yes that's what I'm told, I can't believe it. business usually encourage people to
stay at home when you are sick, but this is totally opposite. it seems like if I get sick, I don't care I'll be at work, puke - I don't want to avoid a corrective action and this new policy is from the health care company This is to help discourage abuse of sick time. As you know, CVS technically gives unlimited sick time (with
stipens of how long each period can be), so many employees will call many times throughout the year and put a heavy burden on those in the store. The new policy provides a recommended disciplinary structure that does not have the potential for termination until the 11th event (3 conservative days off would be
considered 1 occurrence) within a rolling 12-month period. If you really have 11 unapproved absences within 12 months, you really deserve to be fired. Comments: CetiAlphaFive and owlegrad This is to help discourage abuse of sick time. As you know, CVS technically gives unlimited sick time (with stipens of how long
each period can be), so many employees will call many times throughout the year and put a heavy burden on those in the store. The new policy provides a recommended disciplinary structure that does not have the potential for termination until the 11th event (3 conservative days off would be considered 1 occurrence)
within a rolling 12-month period. If you really have 11 unapproved absences within 12 months, you really deserve to be fired. According to new policy if you are sick for 3 days you will get 3 occurrences, and will not only be 1, even if you have doctor note. Can pharmacists call in sick? I've never missed a day. I was sick
twice in January and just went to work every day, but the techs have a wee is me attitude about everything and will call off several days in a row for a headache. Sent from my iPhone using SDN mobile app Comments: CetiAlphaFive let me give you some context. We have a cashier in our store who's 17. I went to school
with him and knew him very well. I worked with him at my previous job and he was so notorious for calling it off. about 8 months into working for resumes in my town, he got hired here. his bad presence habits have continued over in my store. During the school year, he worked 4 hours every two weeks. And now in the
summer, he works 4 hours a week. 8-12 on Saturday. his service is in the front of the cash register, on his phone, until a customer comes. he refuses to do anything when asked by most of our services, including myself. he begs our store manager for 30 hours a week, but doesn't cover when asked and calls off/tries to
show up late he's just not feeling it. And while he's not at work, it's not like he's out doing anything, he's at home playing Xbox. it is frankly infuriating for all our front store employees. so I'm just wondering what exactly our attendance policy is because I've told my store manager to just fire him so that those four hours can
go to another cashier who is desperately trying to make her bills on time. he said he can't because he has no cause, but I think poor attendance and performance are big enough reasons to fire someone. Can someone tell me about how our attendance policy works? thank you :)Page 2Poste by1 year ago 11 comments
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